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Loop Amplifier
Users Guide
Start to check the parts included in the package. How to setup UniVox® 2A is
described on page 2 & 3.

UniVox® 2A - Overview
The following parts are included in the UniVox® 2A package:
A. Amplifier
B. Power adapter
C. Loop pad
D. Input connector cord

UniVox® 2A - Description
Front

3. Volume adjustment
1. Bass-boost +9dB

Warning:
Unit may become hot due to excessive input.
Extremely high output level can damage eardrums.
Place the loop pad cord/loop wire cord where you won't stumble over it.
Use in cars may diminish you ability to hear horns & sirens
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2. Treble-boost +9dB

5. Main power indicator
4. Loop current indicator

Back

12. jack for MIC input

7. Earphones
(if used)
6. Power adapter

9. Loop wire
11. jack for LINE or MIC input

8. Loop pad
10. Switch for LINE (Radio/TV) or MIC
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UniVox® 2A Usage / Adjustment

UniVox® 2A Placement

Set your hearing instrument switch to position “T” or “MT”.
Adjust the volume control to desired level. If the sound is distorted the
volume is too high. Adjust the bass and treble controls only if necessary to
achieve increased clarity.

Place on side, top, below, or near TV/
Radio. Use velcroadhesive supplied,
if desired.

Volume adjustment (3)
Bass adjustment (1)
Treble adjustment (2)
Loop current indicator (4). A green light indicates the loop/loop pad is
working.
Main power indicator (5). A yellow light indicates that the power adapter is
properly connected to the amplifier.

TV / Radio surface

When using a microphone to input
sound into Univox, place microphone
in front of TV/Radio where sound
comes out.

TV / Radio
surface

UniVox® 2A Connecting
A. Connect the power adapter to jack (6)
B. Connect any earphone to the 3.5-mm stereo jack (7)
C. Connect the loop pad to jack (8), or
D. Connect the loop wire to the spring-clip terminals (9). Place the wire
around the area you want to cover.
E. Set the switch (10) for proper setting for LINE (Radio/TV) or MIC (11)
F. Connect Radio/TV (Line) or microphone to the jack (11)
G. Connect microphone, if used, to jack (12)
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UniVox® 2A Trouble shooting

If you experience difficulties in using the system please read these items:
“ON” (yellow) lamp does not light: Check that the adapter is connected
both to the wall outlet and to the UniVox.
“LOOP” (green) lamp not glowing: Check that TV/Radio is connected
to Univox and loop pad, or wire, is connected.
“LOOP” (green) lamp glowing with no sound: Be sure you are within
the wire loop (or over loop pad) and the telecoils in your hearing aids are
turned on.
Bad sound quality: Adjust the treble and bass (normally enhancement of
bass or treble is not needed).
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